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Abstract
The blackbody theory of Planck played a seminal role in the development of quantum theory at the
turn of the past century. A blackbody cavity is generally thought to be a collection of photons in thermal
equilibrium; the radiation emitted is at all wavelengths, and the intensity follows a scaling law, which is
Planck’s characteristic distribution law. These photons arise from non-interacting normal modes. Here we
suggest that certain quantum critical states when heated emit “radiation” at all wavelengths and satisfy all the
criteria of a blackbody. An important difference is that the “radiation” does not necessarily consist of non-
interacting photons, but also emergent relativistic bosons or fermions. The examples we provide include
emergent relativistic fermions at a topological quantum critical point. This perspective on a quantum critical
state may be illuminating in many unforeseen ways.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A significant discovery of Planck was the fundamental constant of Nature, h (~ = h/2pi),
which bears his name. The blackbody distribution of photons has survived significant tests in
nature, although the idea of quantum discreteness of energy has a more complex history.1 Two
most important observations were a scaling law and the consistency with the Stefan-Boltmann
law. Today we consider a black hole as a blackbody emitting Hawking radiation. In fact, it is also
strongly argued, and experimentally determined from the cosmic microwave background, that the
universe is a nearly perfect blackbody bathed in a radiation at a temperature of 2.7 K.
One might like to raise the question as to if there are other instances of blackbody radiation that
may be interesting to study. We give several examples of such a possibility in condensed matter
systems involving quantum critical points (QCP) and show how scale and conformal invariance
play an important role in this matter. At the very outset we would like to dispel a possible misun-
derstanding. First, when we say radiation from a quantum critical point, we mean radiation from
a state of matter tuned to a quantum critical point, not radiation from a single point in the phase
space. Second, massless relativistic fermions can equally well provide a bonafide example of
blackbody “radiation” (from hereon we shall omit the quotation mark, unless there is any possible
confusion). However, what we have here are emergent relativistic fermions at topological quan-
tum critical points tuned by the chemical potential,2,3 not simply ad hoc non-interacting theories
of free fermions.
More ambitious questions regarding what can perhaps be termed as interacting non-fermi liquid
QCPs are reserved for the future. This is a thorny question: what appears to be strongly interacting
Hamiltonian, under some clever choices of degrees of freedom, may represent noninteracting de-
grees of freedom. An example is an Ising model in a transverse field (TFIM) in (1+1)-dimensions,
which by Jordan-Wigner transformation can be cast into a spinless free fermion theory with zero
chemical potential at the QCP, separating a quantum disordered state from a spontaneously broken
ferromagnetic state.4 These fermions are nonlocal in character, however. On the other hand, in
the original spin variables TFIM is a strongly interacting problem with anomalous scaling dimen-
sions. In the same spirit, we only consider those systems that can be transformed to noninteracting
systems, however strongly interacting the original Hamiltonian may be. It should be kept in mind
that there is a QCP separating two states of matter, and is thus not a trivial problem by any means.
Two important aspects of Planck’s theory are worth focusing on. The first is the Stefan-
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Boltzmann law and the second is a scaling function that forms the basis of Wien’s displacement
law. The first states that the energy density of radiation, u ∝ T d+1 in d-dimensions; more gen-
erally u ∝ T dz+1 to be discussed later, where z is the dynamical critical exponent reflecting the
anisotropy of scaling of time and space; the amplitude can contain additional physics (such as the
central charge in a conformal field theory). The second is the phenomenology of the Wien’s law.
In three spatial dimensions, the energy density per unit wavelength, uλ, is
uλ =
c4
λ5
F (
c
λT
), (1)
where c is the velocity of light and λ is the wavelength of radiation, and we have set the Planck
and Boltzmann constants to unity. Here F is a scaling function. In electrodynamic theory of non-
interacting photons the frequency is uniquely related by ω = ck. For later reference, let us rewrite
it as
uλ =
T 4
λ
G(
c
λT
), (2)
where G( c
λT
) = ( c
λT
)4F ( c
λT
) is another scaling function with the same argument. The radiation
exists at all all length scales satisfying the scaling law.
II. WHAT IS A QUANTUM CRITICAL POINT?
In this section we will provide a lightning summary of quantum critical points, at least those
aspects of it that are relevant for the present discussion. Quantum criticality is a concept pertinent
to zero temperature (T = 0).5 A tuning parameter can drive a complex many-body system to
a point gc (a generic coupling constant for the time being), where quantum fluctuations exist at
all length scales, from the lattice scale to the correlation length ξ = ∞. But we cannot directly
observe these remarkable fluctuations, because all experiments are necessarily carried out at a
non-zero T . It is only through its influence on finite temperature observables that we can infer this
phenomenon.6 There are now very good arguments and experiments that show that when tuned to
gc, the quantum criticality can extend to temperatures as large as the dominant fundamental energy
scale of the Hamiltonian.7,8
Similar to blackbody radiation we can define a scaling function (spectral function) at T 6= 0 by
A(k, ω, g, T ) = LyAτ A(kL
1/z
τ , ωLτ , Lτ/ξτ ) (3)
where ω the frequency, and k the wave vector, are two independent variables and are not neces-
sarily tied to each other, as in the case of a photons; yA = dAz, dA is the scaling dimension of
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the operator A. The important scales are Lτ = ~/kBT and the correlation timescale in imaginary
time, τ , given by ξτ ∼ ξz. The spatial correlation length ξ ∼ (|g − gc|/gc)−ν . Thus, ξ1/zτ defines
the spatial length scale ξ. Here z, ν and yA are three independent exponents.
At T = 0, a bit of care is needed to define the dynamic scaling function,
A(k, ω, g) = ξyAA(kξ, ωξτ ). (4)
However, when tuned exactly to gc, the quantum critical point at T = 0
A(k, ω, gc) = k
−yAA(kz/ω). (5)
This is because at T = 0 both ξτ and ξ are infinite, so the only frequency scale left is kz ∼ ω.
Let us now return to T 6= 0 but tuned to the T = 0 quantum critical point gc. Then a simple
rearrangement leads to
A(k, ω, gc, T ) =
(
1
T
)yA
A˜
(
kz
T
,
ω
T
)
, (6)
where we have set ~ = kB = 1. This is the most general form of the displacement law. If we set
z = 1, with slight abuse of notation we can write,
A(k, ω, gc, T ) =
(
1
T
)yA
A˜
(
vk
T
)
, (7)
where ω = vk, v is an excitation velocity, which will be made more explicit on a case by case
basis.
In the simplest possible scenario of a quantum critical point at T = 0, there is one relevant
parameter g such that for g > gc the system flows to an attractive fixed point, defining a phase
of matter with zero correlation length (well, almost), as we coarse grain the system, while for
g < gc, it flows to another phase. At the repulsive fixed point g = gc, there are no flows and the
correlation length is infinity, scale invariant. There are fluctuations on all length scales and time
scales as discussed above. This flow is defined in the language of a differential equation in terms
a dimensionless length scale:
dg
d ln `
= β(g), (8)
thus defining the renormalization group β-function.
III. CONFORMAL AND SCALE INVARIANCE
QCPs are described by scale invariant quantum field theories. In essentially all known cases of
physical relevance, QCPs with dynamical critical exponent z = 1 have a traceless stress tensor,
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implying that scale invariance is promoted to conformal invariance,9 and we assume this in mostly
what follows. Scale invariance alone permits the trace of the stress tensor to be equal to the di-
vergence of a local operator, while conformal invariance requires a strictly vanishing trace. In one
spatial dimension the former implies the latter, while proving this in higher dimensions remains
an outstanding problem. See Ref. 10 for a review. For z 6= 1 tracelessness of the stress tensor is
replaced by a more general relation discussed in the Appendix.
Let us consider a theory in the vicinity of a QCP, as described by the action S = SQCP +∫
ddx
∑
i giOi, and for the moment consider simply z = 1. Then the stress tensor obeys the trace
relation
T µµ =
∑
i
∆igiOi, (9)
Here ∆i = di + γi is the scaling dimension of Oi, expressed in terms of the “engineering dimen-
sion” di and the anomalous dimension γi . A common case is where one has a classically scale
invariant theory, so all di vanish. We then usually write βi = dgid ln ` = γigi and so
T µµ =
∑
i
βi(gi)Oi (10)
For simplicity, if we consider only one operator O, we have a remarkable identity
T µµ = β(g)O (11)
This formula can be used in both directions: conformal invariance implies T µµ = 0 and so does the
vanishing of β(g) at the quantum critical point at g = gc at T = 0.11
If we confine ourselves to gc and increase the temperature, we can apply thermodynamic argu-
ments to deduce the famous Stefan-Boltzmann law in any dimension up to a constant that cannot
be deduced from thermodynamics alone. The calculation is well-known and elementary. We as-
sume that the radiation emitted leads to a pressure T µµ = P − u/d = 0, where u is the energy
density. Because T is traceless, when tuned to gc in d-dimensional space of volume V = Ld, the
total energy E = uV will obey the thermodynamic relation,(
∂E
∂V
)
T
= T
(
∂P
∂T
)
V
− P (12)
It immediately follows that
(d+ 1)
dT
T
=
du
u
, (13)
hence
u ∝ T d+1 (14)
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which is the Stefan-Boltzmann law. The proportionality constant hides crucially important
physics, which is where the central charge enters. This is energy density not the power emit-
ted and thus non-vanishing even in one dimension.
IV. TRANSVERSE FIELD ISING MODEL AS A NONTRIVIAL EXAMPLE
At a quantum critical point fluctuations of appropriate degrees of freedom diverge. However,
what constitutes appropriate degrees of freedom is an interesting question. We will try to elaborate
on this question by an explicit and simple (or not so simple) example of the one-dimensional
transverse field Ising model (with a beautiful experimental realization8), whose connection with
the blackbody radiation can be illustrated.
The Hamiltonian of TFIM is
H = −h
∑
i
σxi − J
∑
i
σzi σ
z
i+1, (15)
where the σ’s are the conventional Pauli matrices. An exact result is that the critical point is at
λ = h/J = 1. For λ > 1 the system is quantum disordered, a paramagnet at T = 0, and for
λ < 1 it is a ferromagnet with spontaneously broken Z2 symmetry. The phase diagram is shown in
Fig. 1. By the well-known Jordan-Wigner transformation4, this Hamiltonian can be diagonalized
in terms of free (but non-local) spin-less fermions, as
H =
∑
k
εk
(
c†kck −
1
2
)
, (16)
where
εk = 2J
(
1 + λ2 − 2λ cos k)1/2 ; (17)
when linearized around the quantum critical point the dispersion relation at large wavelengths is
εk ≈ 2J
√
2
∣∣∣∣sin k2
∣∣∣∣ ≈ √2J |k| (18)
The energy density at low temperature T is then to the leading approximation
uF ≈ 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
~v|k|
e~v|k|/kBT + 1
=
pi
12
T 2
~v
=
cpi
6~v
T 2 (19)
6
Classical physics T ⇤ ⇡ J/2
T
  = 1 1/ 
(1) (2) (3)
Quantum critical fan 
Ordered disordered
FIG. 1. Phase diagram for TFIM. The region (3) is the quantum disordered state, (2) is the quantum
critical regime, and (1) is the renormalized classical regime in the terminology of Chakravarty, Halperin
and Nelson.6 The temperature T ∗ = J/2 determines the scale up to which quantum criticality effectively
persists.7
where the velocity v =
√
2J , and buried in this expression is the central charge c = 1/2 for
spinless fermions. We can repeat the same calculation for free relativistic bosons. Then,
uB =
pi
6
T 2
~vB
, (20)
where vB is the velocity of bosons. The central charge for bosons is unity. In either case one
cannot tell what the degrees of freedom are without scrutinizing carefully the prefactor. The Wien
displacement law follows trivially. Nowhere does the anomalous dimension of the respective
fermion or boson operators enter. One could equally well deduce the results for the temperature
dependence from thermodynamics.
In terms of the original spin variables, Jordan-Wigner fermions are non-local objects, as is well
7
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FIG. 2. Energy density for Jordan-Wigner fermions for TFIM, ω = vk,
known:
ci =
(∏
j<i
σzj
)
σ+i , (21)
c†i =
(∏
j<i
σzj
)
σ−i . (22)
The inverse is also non-local.
σ+i =
∏
j<i
(1− 2c†jcj)ci, (23)
σ−i =
∏
j<i
(1− 2c†jcj)c†i . (24)
We do not see how one can locally couple to a single Jordan-Wigner fermion; so direct verification
of the blackbody spectrum is probably not possible. On the other hand, the correlation function of
σz can be measured in neutron scattering from the frequency and momentum dependent suscepti-
bility χ(k, ω), which when tuned to criticality is12
χ(k, ω) ∝ 1
T 7/4
Γ( 1
16
− iω+vk
4piT
)Γ( 1
16
− iω−vk
4piT
)
Γ(15
16
− iω+vk
4piT
)Γ(15
16
− iω−vk
4piT
)
(25)
The imaginary part of χ(k, ω) gives the fluctuation spectra shown in Fig. 3. One can clearly extract
the characteristic velocity v, which is simply related to the exchange constant in TFIM.
V. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL MODELS
We now provide examples of two higher dimensional models, where the QCP is controlled
by massless Dirac fermions. Given the recently demonstrated idea of superuniversality, one can
8
FIG. 3. Imaginary part of the spin suceptibility for TFIM
provide many more examples,3 but we hope that these will suffice to make our point.
A. (2+1)-dimensions
First consider the low energy Hamiltonian of spinless fermions in two dimensions13 with the
spinor Ψ†k = (c
∗
k, c−k):
H =
1
2
∫
d2k
(2pi)2
Ψ†kĤkΨk, (26)
where
Ĥk = ~v(kxσx + kyσy) + (−µ+ ~2k2/2m∗)σz. (27)
Here σx, σy, and σz are the conventional Pauli matrices. Dirac fermions have a momentum depen-
dent mass mk = −µ + ~2k2/(2m∗) with µ being the chemical potential; the excitation velocity
v = ∆t/
√
2m∗|µ| with ∆t the triplet pairing amplitude. The energy dispersion is
Ek = ±
√
~2v2k2 +m2k, (28)
and the Hamiltonian can be brought to the form
Hk = |Ek|nˆ · σˆ. (29)
The unit vector nˆ is (
~vkx
|Ek| ,
~vky
|Ek| ,
mk
|Ek|
)
(30)
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At k = 0,
nˆ =
(
0, 0,
−µ
|µ|
)
(31)
and at k →∞
nˆ = (0, 0, 1) . (32)
Therefore, when µ > 0, there is a skyrmion with wrapping number unity in the BCS (Bardeen-
Cooper-Schrieffer) phase. This corresponds to homotopy Π2(S2) = Z. On the other hand for
µ < 0, the BEC (Bose-Einstein Condensation) phase does not admit skyrmions. Consequently,
the topological distinction between the BEC and BCS states arises through the sign of the uniform
Dirac mass or the chemical potential of the normal quasiparticles. Note that time reversal symme-
try is broken and at QCP (µ = 0) the excitations are simply massless Dirac fermions in the low
energy limit. Consequently, one is led to a simple blackbody radiation as the temperature is turned
on. The physical context could be px + ipy superconductivity in SrRu2O4.14 Note that this is an
emergent low energy Hamiltonian, where superconductivity is described in terms of Bogoliubov-
de Gennes theory. The massless Dirac spectrum emerges only when the system is tuned to the
quantum critical point at µ = 0. The derivation of the properties of the blackbody is a simple
exercise.
How about interactions and/or disorder effects? In a sense interactions are already present
in forming the superconducting state, for example, a large negative U Hubbard model to form
the diatomic molecule picture of BEC. However, additional short range interactions and mass
disorder could also be added at the quantum critical point. The four fermion interaction has the
scaling dimension (z − d) = −1 and is therefore irrelevant. Similarly the scaling dimension of
disorder is (2z − d) = 0, which is marginal, but is actually known to be marginally irrelevant.15
Therefore, as long as we are aimed at the quantum critical point, the fermionic excitations remain
valid and all the characteristics of blackbody radiation are satisfied.
B. (3 + 1)-dimensions
An analogous problem in the context of superfluid 3He-B phase is given by the following low
energy Hamiltonian3
H =
1
2
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
Ψ†kĤ(k)Ψk, (33)
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where Ψ†k = (c
∗
k,↑, c
∗
k,↓, c−k,↑, c−k,↓) is the four component Nambu spinor, and ck,s is the annihila-
tion operator for a normal state quasiparticle or fermionic 3He atom with spin projection s =↑ / ↓.
The operator Ĥ(k) = ∑4j=1 nj(k)Γj , where we have introduced a four component vector
n(k) = (~vkx, ~vky, ~vkz,−µ+ ~2k2/(2m∗)), (34)
with µ and m∗ respectively being the chemical potential and the effective mass of the normal
quasiparticles. The velocity v = ∆t/(~kF ) = ∆t/
√
2m∗|µ| with ∆t being the triplet pairing
amplitude, and Γj are four mutually anticommuting Dirac matrices: Γ1 = −σ3⊗τ1, Γ2 = −σ0⊗τ2,
Γ3 = σ1 ⊗ τ1, Γ4 = σ0 ⊗ τ3. The Pauli matrices σµ and τµ respectively operate on the spin and
particle-hole indices. By squaring the Hamiltonian one can bring it to the form
Ĥ = |Ek|nˆ · ~Γ (35)
where ~Γ is a four component vector composed of Dirac matrices defined above, and nˆ now is a
4-component unit vector. Here Ek = ±
√
~2v2k2 +m2k, k2 = k2x + k2y + k2z and mk = −µ +
~2k2/(2m∗). Once again, at k = 0,
nˆ =
(
0, 0, 0,
−µ
|µ|
)
(36)
and at k →∞
nˆ = (0, 0, 0, 1) . (37)
It is again an example of a topological quantum criticality determined by the sign of µ, leading to
excitations consisting of (3 + 1)-dimensional Dirac fermions. The skyrmion number is given by
the standard expression
Nsk = 1
12pi2
ijkabcd
∫
d3k na∂inb∂jnc∂knd, (38)
corresponding to the homotopy Π3(S3) = Z. Consequently, one is led to a simple blackbody
radiation as the temperature is turned on, but now the time reversal invariance is respected. As
before, additional short range interaction and mass disorder could also be added at the quantum
critical point. A four fermion interaction has the scaling dimension (z − d) = −2 and is therefore
irrelevant. Similarly the scaling dimension of disorder is (2z − d) = −1, which is also irrelevant.
Therefore, as long as we are aimed at the quantum critical point, the characteristics of blackbody
radiation are satisfied.
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C. Discussion
So far we have considered examples where the dynamical exponent z = 1. When z 6= 1, we
must think anew. We interpret the generalized scaling function A to be the imaginary part of the
retarded Green function, i.e.,
A(k, ω, gc, T ) =
(
1
T
)yA
A˜
(
kz
T
,
ω
T
)
, (39)
The anisotropic stress-energy tensor still satisfies an analogue of tracelessness and is proportional
to the β-function as shown in the Appendix A. Thus, all the general characteristics of a blackbody
are satisfied with minor modifications, for example, the Stefan-Boltzman law is modified to u ∝
T
d
z
+1 (See also Ref. 16).
There is a great deal of interest in non-Fermi liquids in condensed matter physics. They are
mostly defined by power laws in transport coefficients, and these do not follow the Fermi liquid
predictions. A famous example is the linear resistivity in high temperature superconductors, as a
function of temperature, that extends over a wide range. But most importantly, non-Fermi liquids
do not have quasiparticle poles in the spectral function but cuts.17 This, most likely, could lead to
differences with conventional blackbody spectra. The other difference is that the spectra will con-
tain substantial inhomogeneities due to the lack of a quasiparticle description; the inhomogeneity
in the cosmic microwave background has been measured, but it is very small. This topic will be
discussed in the future. On the other hand, we cannot see how this could possibly change the
robust thermodynamic properties when tuned to the QCP, as mentioned earlier.
Unfortunately, the Jordan-Wigner fermions discussed earlier are highly non-local objects and
cannot be measured by a local probe. On the other hand, if we could interpret them as the critical
fermions at the BCS (Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer) to BEC (bose-Einstein Condensation) phase
transition for a one-dimensional p-wave superconducting chain (which is an approximation in this
case), they could be detected by a tunneling experiment. By contrast, consider the imaginary part
of the spin susceptibility, as shown in Fig. 3, which reflects a strongly interacting system. The
distinction between the two is quite striking. In terms of Jordan-Wigner fermions, the behavior is
identical to that of a black body, peaking at an intermediate temperature for a given frequency. The
maximum shifts as in Wien’s displacement law. On the other hand the spin susceptibility diverges
at low frequencies, see Fig. 3. as it must since g is tuned to the quantum critical point gc. The
quantum critical behavior of TFIM has been beautifully detected in NMR experiments in weakly
12
coupled Ising spin chains, known as Cobalt Niobate (CoNb2O6).8 It is also possible to measure
the fluctuation spectrum in neutron scattering measurements.
Although non-Fermi liquids are implicated in a large number of materials, such as cuprate high
temperature superconductors, heavy fermions, etc., the universality of the behavior calls for a more
fundamental understanding; the material dependence is of secondary importance. It is perhaps
this goal that the present work may inspire. Of course, if the specific heat at low temperature is
measured and neutron scattering experiments measure the characteristic excitation velocity, one
can experimentally determine the central charge. It is of course possible to tune away from gc, but
we wanted to present our work in the simplest possible case. Of course, most of our results are
well known; we simply provided a new perspective to view them.
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Appendix A: Trace of the stress tensor
Here we review the relation between scale invariance and the trace of the stress tensor, including
the case of anistropic scaling, z 6= 1. See, for example, Ref. 18.
1. Isotropic scaling: z = 1
We consider a general quantum field theory described by an action S[φ], and the corresponding
path integralZ =
∫
Dφe−S[φ]. The theory at the critical point is assumed to have dynamical scaling
exponent z = 1, and lives on the flat Euclidean metric gµν = δµν . We study the vicinity of the QCP
by writing S = SQCP +
∫ √
g
∑
i giOi, where the operators Oi have definite scaling dimensions
at the QCP. Let the coupling gi have classical mass dimension di. Quantum mechanically we have
to introduce an arbitrary renormalization scale µ, and the couplings and operators depend on this
scale. The renormalized path integral is written as Z[gµν , gi(µ), µ]. Basic dimensional analysis
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tells us
Z[e2σgµν , e
−diσgi(µ), e−σµ] = Z[gµν , gi(µ), µ] (A1)
Since the path integral doesn’t depend on µ we have
Z[e2σgµν , e
−diσgi(µ), e−σµ] = Z[e2σgµν , e−diσgi(eσµ), µ] (A2)
and by definition of the anomalous dimension γi,
gi(e
σµ) = e−γiσgi(µ) (A3)
The quantum statement of behavior under scale transformations is then
Z[e2σgµν , e
−∆iσgi, µ] = Z[gµν , gi(µ), µ] (A4)
where ∆i = di + γi is the full scaling dimension. This implies the relation
2gµν
∂ lnZ
∂gµν
=
∑
i
∆igi
∂ lnZ
∂gi
(A5)
We recall that the stress tensor is obtained by varying the metric,
〈Tµν〉 = − 2√
g
δ lnZ
δgµν
(A6)
and so the trace is
〈T µµ 〉 = −
2√
g
gµν
δ lnZ
δgµν
(A7)
Similarly, local operators insertions are obtained by varying the couplings,
〈Oi〉 = − 1√
g
δ lnZ
δgi
(A8)
Combining these results, we arrive at the operator relation
T µµ =
∑
i
∆igiOi (A9)
up to total derivatives (whose possible presence is related to the possible existence of scale but not
conformally invariant theories.)
A common case is where one has a classically scale invariant theory, so all di vanish. We then
usually write βi = µdgidµ = −γigi and so
T µµ = −
∑
i
βiOi (A10)
In the above we phrased the argument in terms of the renormalized path integral. Alternatively,
from a more standard condensed matter viewpoint one might instead work with an explicit UV
cutoff Λ. An analogous argument goes through.
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2. Anisotropic scaling: z 6= 1
It’s useful to think of the theory as being defined on a metric of the form
ds2 = N2dt2 + hijdx
idxj (A11)
with a preferred time foliation. For example, we can consider the following action with anisotropic
scale invariance
S =
∫
dtdd−1xN
√
h
(
1
2
N−2(∂tφ)2 − 1
2
φ(∇i∇i)zφ
)
(A12)
Here ∇i denotes the covariant derivative built out of hij . For z = 1 the action is Lorentz invariant
(assuming constant N and hij), but not otherwise.
Let us first discuss the classical theory. We focus on scale transformations,
hij → e2σhij , N → ezσN , φ→ e z+1−d2 σφ (A13)
under which the action is invariant. When the equations of motion are satisfied the action is
stationary, δS
δφ
= 0, and then we have
2hij
δS
δhij
+ zN
δS
δN
= 0 (A14)
We define the energy density E and spatial stress tensor (momentum flux) Πij as
E = 1√
h
δS
δN
, Πij =
2
N
√
h
δS
δhij
(A15)
so that that
zE + Πii = 0 (A16)
which is the generalization of T µµ = 0 to theories with z 6= 1.
Turning to the quantum theory, we consider a scale invariant theory with path integral
Z[N, hij] =
∫
Dφe−S (A17)
which obeys
Z[ezσN, e2σhij] = Z[N, hij] (A18)
and so we have
〈E〉 = − 1√
h
δ lnZ
δN
, 〈Πij〉 = − 2
N
√
h
δ lnZ
δhij
(A19)
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This generalizes to include other operator insertions. The invariance in Eq. (A18) implies the
operator equation zE + Πii = 0.
Now let’s add other operators to the action
S = SQCP +
∫
dtdd−1xN
√
h
∑
i
giOi (A20)
The couplings gi are taken to have engineering dimension di, by which we mean that classically
Z[ezσN, e2σhij, e
−diσgi] = Z[N, hij, gi] (A21)
We also note
〈Oi〉 = − 1
N
√
h
δ lnZ
δgi
(A22)
Now include quantum effects. We need to introduce an arbitrary renormalization scale µ, and
the couplings gi(µ) depend on this scale, as do the operators. The previous scale transformation
must be accompanied by a scaling of µ,
Z[λzN, λ2hij, λ
−digi(µ), λ−1µ] = Z[N, hij, gi(µ), µ] (A23)
On the other hand, the path integral is µ independent, so
Z[ezσN, e2σhij, e
−diσgi(µ), e−σµ] = Z[ezσN, e2σhij, e−diσgi(λµ), µ] (A24)
hence
Z[ezσN, e2σhij, e
−diσgi(λµ), µ] = Z[N, hij, gi(µ), µ] (A25)
Using the definition of the β function
µ
d
dµ
gi(µ) = βi(g) (A26)
we find
zN
δ lnZ
δN
+ 2hij
δ lnZ
δhij
+ (βi − digi)δ lnZ
δgi
= 0 (A27)
which implies the operator equation
zE + Πii =
∑
i
(digiOi − βiOi) (A28)
Classically marginal operators have di = 0.
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